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We received our notice that we have become an  
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Join Zoom Meeting  

Wednesday, May 5th, 2021 
7:00pm 

 
Join Zoom Meeting  

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88463191226?pwd=aytmcnE2

Q2FRNUxnMGZEZUoyQUpIUT09  

 

Meeting ID: 884 6319 1226  

Passcode: 521539  

 
Jill Faulmann, Secretary, SDTC 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88463191226?pwd=aytmcnE2Q2FRNUxnMGZEZUoyQUpIUT09
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88463191226?pwd=aytmcnE2Q2FRNUxnMGZEZUoyQUpIUT09


 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For a complete Look at all AKC upcoming Agility, 
Obedience, Rally and Tracking Events 

 
Events:  https://webapps.akc.org/event-search/#/search 

 

     Cancellations:  https://www.akc.org/sports/event-cancellations/ 

 
 

 
Go to the AKC Events Calendar for more information, to download  

https://webapps.akc.org/event-search/#/search 
 

https://webapps.akc.org/event-search/#/search
https://webapps.akc.org/event-search/#/search


 

  

German Shepherd Dog Club of Greater Eugene 
 

Rally 2 Trials on Saturday, May 22, 2021 

Obedience 2 Trials on Sunday, May 23, 2021 

Polk County Fairgrounds 

520 Pacific Hwy 

Rickreall, OR 

 

Premium list will be available by April 4.   
It will be published on AKC's event search as well as secretary website 
www.mydoggym.com/events.   
 
Social Distancing and Masks required.   
 
Electronic entries will be accepted starting 4/21, new closing date of 5/12  
 
Event Secretary Judi James, My Dogs Gym, rainspring.mdg@gmail.com 

 

 



 

 
 

 
 
 
 

UKC class updates:  Submitted by Susanne McClain 

 

This is the sixth in a series of overviews of changes to classes being offered at UKC obedience 

events. This will introduce Veterans, Brace and Versatility classes. All are new to UKC events. 

They are not required to be offered by hosting clubs. All are listed as new non-licensed classes. 

Please go to the UKC website for a full and complete explanation of the classes and how they are 

scored. 

Veterans - the owner or any other person may handle the dog in this class. The exercises will be 

identical in performance and scoring to the Novice Class exercises. The recall exercise will be a 

straight recall without a jump. 

 
 
 
 
 

Upcoming UKC Shows 
 

Oregon: 
 
 

4/30/21 - CORNELIUS - CANINE ACTION PACK- Cancelled 
5/01/21 - CORNELIUS - CANINE ACTION PACK- Cancelled 
5/02/21 - CORNELIUS - CANINE ACTION PACK- Cancelled 

 
Washington: 

 
 

6/12/21 - SPOKANE - LILAC CITY DOG TRAINING CLUB 
6/13/21 - SPOKANE - LILAC CITY DOG TRAINING CLUB 

 
 

 
 
 

Home | United Kennel Club (UKC) 

United Kennel Club (UKC) is an international dog registry celebrating bonds, rewarding 

ability, and preserving the value of a pedigree. 

www.ukcdogs.com 

 



 

 

 

Brace - the owner or any other person may handle the dogs in this class. Two dogs of similar size 

working together as a brace. Dogs will be coupled together when working and will be judged as 

though they are one. The exercises will be identical in performance and scoring to the Novice 

Class exercises. The recall exercise will be a straight recall without a jump. 

Versatility - the owner or any other person may handle the dog in this class. There are four 

different possible routines. Exercises must be performed in the order specified by the chosen 

routine. The judge will choose the routine prior to the start of judging. The same routine must be 

used for each dog. Clubs must post the chosen routine prior to the start of the class. Handlers must 

provide the required equipment such as a dumbbell or scent discrimination articles as needed. The 

dog must be capable of performing the exercise required for each routine. Please go the UKC 

website for a full and complete explanation of each of the classes for each routine. 

 

Routine 1: 
Exercise     Class      Points 
Greeting     Novice     30 
Food Refusal    Elite      40 
Signal Exercise   Utility     40 
Broad Jump     Open      40 
Moving Down with Recall  Advanced Novice    20 
Retrieve on the Flat   Open      30 
 

 

Routine 2: 
Exercise     Class     Points 
Directed Jumping    Utility     40 
Stand for Exam    Novice     20 

Retrieve over the High Jump  Open      30 

Drop on Recall    Open      40 

Retrieve of an Object   Advanced Open    30 

Signal Exercise    Utility     40 

 
 
Routine 3: 
Exercise    Class      Points 
Positions with Recall   Master     40 

Heel off Leash    Novice     30 

Recall over the Broad Jump  Advanced Novice    30 

Drop on Recall   Open      30 

Figure 8 with Down Stay   Advanced Open    40 

Directed Marked Retrieve  Utility     30 

 

 



 

 
 
Routine 4: 
Exercise       Class      Points 
Greeting       Novice     20 

Signal Heeling with Moving Stand for Exam  Elite      40 

Directed Retrieve      Advanced Open    30 

Positions with Recall     Master     40 

Retrieve on the Flat     Open      30 

Handler Discrimination     Master     40 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Canine Action Pack / UKC Trial Update 

DATES 

Fri, Jun 11 – Sun, Jun 13, 2021 

Secretary 
Angela Burns 
503.332.2663 
janlewis1217@outlook.com 

Chairperson 
Jan Lewis 
503.784.5135 
janlewis1217@outlook.com 

EVENTS OFFERED 

Rally Obedience 

LOCATION 

Trainers to the Rescue 
32400 SW Unger Rd 
Cornelius, OR 97113 
(Indoors) 
503.975.5448 

RALLY OBEDIENCE SCHEDULE 

 

Fri Trial Sat Trial 1 Sat Trial 2 Sun Trial 1 

Entries Open 6:15pm 8:00am 8:00am 8:00am 

Entries Close 6:45pm 8:30am 8:30am 8:30am 

Start Time 7:00pm 9:00am 9:00am 9:00am 

Rally Levels 1 - Master Sally Wells Cindy Leung Sally Wells Sally Wells 

Backup Judge Cindy Leung Sally Wells Cindy Leung Cindy Leung 

 

tel:5033322663
mailto:janlewis1217@outlook.com
tel:5037845135
mailto:janlewis1217@outlook.com
tel:5039755448


 

 

PRE-ENTRY FEES 

Event Entry Fee Notes 

Rally Obedience $20.00 $15 Jr Entry; $18 Second Entry, Same Dog, Same Trial 

DAY OF SHOW FEES 

Event Entry Fee Notes 

Rally Obedience $25.00 $15 Jr Handler 

Please Note: 
Current Covid protocols will apply. 
There will be no crating indoors. 
To minimize exhibitor wait times and to allow for move-ups, trials 1 and 2 on Saturday and Sunday 
will be held concurrently. Also, the rally classes will be run in reverse order, RO1 through RM. 
Starting at 9:00 am each day, the schedule will be: 
RO1(Trial 1) - South Ring, followed by... 
RO1(Trial 2) - North Ring, followed by... 
RO2(Trial 1) - South Ring, followed by... 
RO2(Trial 2) - North Ring, followed by...etc. 

Pre-Entry Deadline: 
Received by June 4, 2021 

Please send Pre-Entries to: 
Angela Burns 
2725 Main St 
Hillsboro, OR 97123 
503.332.2663 
janlewis1217@outlook.com 

tel:5033322663
mailto:janlewis1217@outlook.com


 

  

 

Rally Trials for 2021 are scheduled to be the 14 & 15th.     

 

Judge is Don Rennick, Lake Stevens, WA 

Place is Cash Arena, Sherwood Oregon 

We are looking for Stewards for this trial. 

Interested contact: Ellie Wyckoff / elliew@teleport.com 

 



 

 
 
6-19-21 Sherwood Dog Training Club Intra-Club Match Entry Form  
 

Use separate entry for each dog  
 
• ENTRIES CLOSE 6-14-21 or when limits are reached Run order  
and other information will be emailed out to entrants on or before June 14, 2021  
 
 

Your Name: ________________________________________________________________________  
 
Address: ___________________________________________________________________________ 
  
e-mail: ____________________________________________________________________________  
 
phone(s)___________________________________________________________________________  
 
Dogs Call Name: _____________________________ Breed: __________________________________  
 

Class:   ❏ Beg Novice ❏Novice ❏Grad Novice ❏Open ❏Grad Open ❏Utility 

 
 Obedience Jump Height: ________ All runs $10: Amount enclosed for this dog: ____________  
 
By signing this entry form, the exhibitor agrees to the following.  
 

I hereby release the Sherwood Dog Training Club, Inc., the Owners of Cash Arena other animal owners, property 
owners, instructors, spectators, and/or any other participants from any and all liability for accidents, injuries 
and/or damages to me, my dog or property caused by participation in any activities including the period of time 
immediately prior to and/or immediately after the conclusion thereof so long as the animals are located on the 
premises designated for the activity. I understand that by participation, I am a joint venture participant and 
assume all liability for injury to my dog, my property or myself occasioned by this participation. This waiver shall 
be effective from the date of signing. To the best of my knowledge, I attest that I do not have or have symptoms of 
COVID-19 at the time of attending this event. I will not have knowingly been in contact with or exposed to any 
known carrier of COVID-19 within the past 14 days. I agree that I am attending this event entirely at my own risk 
and take full responsibility for my own health and safety during this event. I will not hold SDTC or any other 
person affiliated with the event in any way liable for any present or future COVID-19 exposure or illness incurred 
during or after this event. I agree to follow all SDTC, county, state and CDC rules and requirements to reduce 
spread and possible exposure to this virus.  
 
 
SIGNATURE____________________________________________________________________________________ DATE______________________________ 
 
 

 SEND ENTRY WITH FEES TO:  
JANICE TSUCHIDA 
205 SIXTH ST, LAKE OSWEGO, OR 97034 
 
 MAKE CHECK OUT TO SDTC 
 

 Questions? ga42@aol.com   

Contact Janice 

ga42@aol.com 



 

 
 
 
 
 

  (#68) 
 
 

Below is the next in a series of Random Tidbits of information (from me) in regards to the AKC 
Obedience Regulations. Knowledge of the Regulations provides you the power for… 

Saving Withdrawals from Your 200 Account 

Today’s Random Little Tidbit - Changes made in the Judge’s Application Process.  
 
You may have heard the saying, “The future of the sport is in the hands of the Novice exhibitor.” It is also in 
the hands of our experienced exhibitors who we need as future judges. When one thinks of this on a national 
level with all the trials taking place and the judges needed to fill the panels, it could become a real concern if 
we do not have new judges coming along. The Companion Events department has amended the 
requirements for obedience judging candidates to allow a greater flexibility for today’s times. 
 
Serious thought is needed on your part to possibly venture forth in an additional way to give back to our 
sport. Many of us judges were where you may be now; the thought never passed over our cerebellum for 
whatever reasons. There are judges now who were encouraged by others to look into becoming a judge. 
Sometimes that is all it took to start the thinking process. If you have any inclination in starting the process 
yourself, start by asking a judge if they would sit at ringside and discuss judging. Judges are willing to share 
their experiences and judging knowledge to help you along the path. Also, keep this in mind if you are a 
Novice or Open judge advancing to the next level. If you are not seeing yourself as a future judge, maybe you 
can start to encourage others you feel may have the qualities needed to become a judge. Talk to them! 
Current judges should be on the lookout for newcomer judges and step forward to encourage and assist 
them as well. 
 
If you are in the process of now applying (whatever the level), visit the AKC Website to review all of the 
updated material in its entirety: 
https://www.akc.org/sports/obedience/obedience-judging-information/ 
 

A quick review of a few changes made in the application process: 
To qualify as an applicant, you must have: 
1. Personally owned, trained and titled a dog to an AKC Utility Dog (UD), or an AKC Preferred Utility Dog 
(PUTD) 
title and a second dog to an AKC Companion Dog (CD) or Preferred Companion Dog (PCD) title. At least one of 
the two dogs must have earned an AKC Companion Dog (CD) title. 
 

2. Been active in the sport a minimum of six (6) consecutive years. 
 

3. Acted as a steward in Novice/Open/Utility class (depending upon class applying for) at AKC member or 
licensed 
trials a minimum of ten (10) times. 
 
a) Novice applicants – five (5) of the ten stewarding assignments must have been within the last three (3) years. 

b) Open applicants – three (3) of the ten stewarding assignments must have been within the last three (3) years. 

c) Utility applicants - three (3) of the ten stewarding assignments must have been within the last three (3) years. 
  



 

 
 
 
4. Have judged the relevant class being applied for at AKC sanctioned obedience A or B matches, or 
equivalent Wild Card class at an AKC trial a minimum of two (2, was 5) times, with a minimum total of twenty 
(20, was 50) dogs judged. Apprentice assignments, beyond the three (3) required, may be used on a one-to-
one basis to replace the above requirements. The match and or Wild Card judging must have been within the 
last three (3) years. 
 

a) Applying for Novice – Judged Novice classes twice at sanctioned matches, or two Novice Wild Card 
classes; or substitute a Novice apprenticeship assignment (on a one-to-one basis). Novice A and B, 
Preferred Novice and Beginner Novice A & B numbers may be included. 
 
b) Applying for Open – Judged Open classes twice at sanctioned matches, or two Open Wild Card 
classes;or substitute an Open apprenticeship assignment (on a one-to-one basis). Open A and B, 
Preferred Open and Graduate Novice numbers may be included. 
 
c) Applying for Utility - Judged Utility classes twice at sanctioned matches, or two Utility Wild Card 
classes; or substitute a Utility apprenticeship assignment (on a one-to-one basis). Utility A and B, 
Preferred Utility, Graduate Open and Versatility numbers may be included. 
 

5. Apprenticed under at least three (3) different judges with a total minimum of thirty (30) dogs evaluated 
overall. This will allow you to combine multiple classes to reach thirty. In the past, numbers did not count 
unless there was a minimum of ten (10) dogs in a class. Apprentice judging forms are available at the 
following link: http://images.akc.org/pdf/judges/obedience_rally_apprentice.pdf 
 
6. Actively participated as an assistant trainer or as a trainer in a dog training club or similar organization. 
 
7. Attended an AKC Obedience seminar within the last three (3) years 
 
8. When a provisional judge has met the requirements to apply for regular status, they now may apply for 
provisional status at the next level at the same time. This will be a great time saver to move along in the 
process. 
 

For complete details: 
https://s3.amazonaws.com/cdn-origin-etr.akc.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/20145218/Obedience-Judges-
applicationrequirements. 
Pdf 
 

If you have any questions: 
Do not hesitate to contact the Companion Events Department at (919) 816-3575. You may also email any questions to 

obedience@akc.org. 
  



 

 
 
 
 

Is Pet Insurance Worth It? 
Responses from the membership  

 

➢ My young dog got an infection from a routine surgery that ultimately took his life and 
the total vet bill was over $10,000 in a 48-hour period of time. Had he made it, his bills 
would have been in the $20,000 range. Embrace reimbursed 80% and knocked $200 off of 
my $1,000 deductible because we hadn't had a claim before. Throughout his short life, I 
paid $500 total in premiums. I am also using insurance on my old dog who has monthly 
medical needs. Even though his premiums are high due to age, the medication 
reimbursement alone covers his monthly premium. Due to these experiences and a couple 
other experiences with past dogs where I would have benefitted from having insurance, I 
will always carry it on my dogs until they are at an age where it no longer makes sense. 
Veterinary care has become expensive. If I put aside the monthly premiums for a dog's 
lifetime (for my dogs, with my insurance, that is less than $10,000) it still only covers half 
the cost of a catastrophic accident or illness at today's rates.  

 
 
 

➢ Even though I’m a veterinarian, I have insurance on my dog and cat.  I have 
Trupanion on both, mainly because you only have to meet the deductible once for a particular 
issue in the pet’s life.  For example, if my cat were to develop asthma, I would only have to 
meet my deductible once in my cat’s lifetime.  Other insurance companies require meeting 
the deductible every year, just like human insurance.  Trupanion does not have an upper 
limit, many others max out at $5000/year and then you’re on your own, Also, Trupanion is 
the one insurance company that can directly pay the vet at the time the bill is due.  The vet 
clinic needs to be set up to do this, so check with the clinic ahead of time.  Otherwise, you 
have to pay out of pocket and get reimbursed later, like all the other insurance companies.  
 
The breeders for both my dog and cat already had a policy set up, so both were able to be 
covered immediately without a waiting period.  You have to call Trupanion to activate it 
within 24 hours of taking possession of your puppy/kitten.  This was peace of mind for me - if 
Nitro hurt the new kitten (Phoenix) at the first introduction, Phoenix would have been covered 
by the insurance.  Luckily all went well! 
 
And FYI - a fracture needing surgical repair, cruciate surgery, foreign body intestinal surgery, 
cancer treatment, etc. are easily $5000 these days.  I don’t have that kind of money laying 
around, but I can manage a $500 deductible, and 10% thereafter.   
 
Chicory Eddy with Nitro and Phoenix (and had Trupanion for Ajax as well, luckily never 
needed it).  

 



 

First Aid for Dogs 

By Dr. Jerry Klein, CVO 

Oct 21, 2020 | 4 Minutes 

 

First aid refers to the immediate care you should provide when a dog is injured or ill until further 

medical treatment by a veterinarian can be performed. For minor conditions, first aid care may be 

enough. For other problems, first aid care should be considered as care until your dog is evaluated 

and treated by their vet. 

FIRST AID BASICS 

The main goal when dealing with first aid is to identify the problem, prevent an injury from 

worsening and keep you and your pet safe during the process. Have a first aid kit on hand for your 

dog and be familiar with its contents. There are many commercially available pre-made first aid kits 

for dogs, but you can also make your own. Ideally, consider having two: one at home and one in your 

car. 

https://www.akc.org/author/jerry-klein/


 

Include a first aid reference guide in your kit that includes basic aid and instructions. This should 

include phone numbers to your veterinarian and nearby veterinary emergency clinics. To learn more 

about the items you should include in your first aid kit, visit AKC.org. 

PERSONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY 

Safety is paramount for both you and your dog. Any dog in pain might bite, especially if they’re 

scared. When approaching the scene, assess the safety of the surroundings and the dog. Remove the 

pet from any dangers such as heavy automobile traffic or water at the scene. 

Always try to place a muzzle on a dog, even your own. When placing it make sure to do so gently or 

not tightly as to cause discomfort to the dog. If you do not have a muzzle, a makeshift muzzle can be 

made by using a leash, shoelace or belt tied around the mouth. Any dog with a suspected back or 

pelvic damage should be handled with utmost care to prevent further damage. Placing a stiff wood 

board or even cardboard under the dog to support lifting or carrying will help stabilize the body. 

If possible, wear gloves, especially when dealing with a strange dog. Avoid touching outer 

contaminated surfaces with ungloved hands. Handwashing is essential in the prevention of disease 

and illness. Wash your hands for at least 20 seconds after handling any animal, even if you were 

wearing gloves. If a sink is not available, use alcohol-based hand sanitizers. 

Common Injuries 

Bruises: Apply a cold compress or ice pack to the injured area for intervals of 10 minutes. 

Minor Cuts and scrapes: Clean the injury with an antiseptic wipe or soap and water. If the skin is 

broken, apply antibiotic ointment with cotton tipped applicators and cover with a bandage. If the 

skin is not broken, no bandage is needed. Change the dressing daily or if the bandage becomes torn 

or wet. Once the injury forms a scab, it no longer needs to be covered, unless the animal is biting or 

scratching at it. Watch for signs of infection such as redness, swelling, which will require veterinary 

care. 

Insect bites and bee stings: There are a few things you can do for a bee sting or insect bite. Start off 

by icing the affected area, make a paste of baking soda and water and apply to dry, then wipe off 

using a small brush or toothbrush. Lastly, consider one dose of Benadryl at one milligram/pound. 

Note: Benadryl comes in 25 mg tablets. Do not give more than 3 tablets at once, even to giant dogs. 

Smaller dogs weighing less than 20 pounds can be given Benadryl Pediatric drops, also sold over the 

counter. 

Ticks: When you locate a tick, remove it immediately using tick remover or tweezers. It’s always 

better to use a tick remover whenever possible as regular tweezers may split the tick and potentially 

spread disease. Avoid using your bare hands and opt for rubber gloves if possible. After removing 

the tick, wash hands thoroughly with soap and water. 

https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/dog-first-aid-kit-essentials/


 

Sprains: In case of a limb injury, try to prevent further injury or discomfort. In limping or non-weight 

bearing dogs, prevent the dog from moving for at least 15 -30 minutes. Consider strict cage rest and 

re-evaluate your dog after that time has passed. If pain persists or a limb is still non-weight bearing, 

seek veterinary care. 

Dog Bites: Any bite wound that punctures a dog’s skin should be seen by a veterinarian as soon as 

possible. Infection and possible internal damage is not uncommon and the sooner these wounds are 

addressed the better the outcome. Not all wounds are visible at first glance, especially on a furry 

dog. 

Bleeding: Apply firm, yet gentle pressure for up to 5 minutes so that the blood clots. Seek veterinary 

care as soon as possible if there is profuse bleeding. Consider applying a tourniquet using a belt or a 

strip of rag. Pressure must be decreased every 15 minutes. 

What you should NEVER do: Never give human medication to a dog without first being advised by 

a veterinarian. Human pain or anti-inflammatory medication such as Ibuprofen or Naproxen is toxic 

to pets and giving them could cause greater problems and even lead to death. 

Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) 

CPR involves chest compressions with or without artificial respiration. It is ONLY used when you 

cannot feel or hear the dog’s heartbeat and the dog is NOT breathing. This can occur for a few 

reasons: trauma, choking or illness. Before performing CPR for dogs, keep in mind that CPR is 

potentially hazardous and can cause physical complications or fatal damage if performed on a 

healthy dog. 

CPR should only be performed when necessary. Ideally, you will be able to have someone call your 

veterinarian for guidance to perform dog CPR on the way to the clinic. Make sure the dog’s airway is 

clear of any objects before proceeding. Follow these different guidelines depending on the size of 

the breed you are assisting. 

  

   

  



 

 

Handler Disability Accommodation in AKC Dog Sports & How to Apply 

By Kaitlyn Arford 

Apr 06, 2021  

 

 
David Woo / American Kennel Club 

• AKC Rally 

Competing in dog sports allows you to bond with your four-legged friend and gives you the 

opportunity to create friendships with other dog owners. Your canine companion will also sharpen 

their mental abilities and stay physically active. Dog sports are a deeply rewarding endeavor — and 

they’re quite fun! 

Today, hundreds of people with various disabilities have accommodations that allow them to 

compete in AKC dog sports of all kinds. 

 

https://www.akc.org/author/kaitlyn-arford/
https://www.akc.org/tag/rally/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/training/keep-your-puppy-active-and-out-of-trouble-with-stimulation-and-exercise/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/health/how-much-exercise-does-dog-need/


 

 

 

For example, dog athlete Tate heels on the right side of his handler instead of the left. Visually 

impaired Rally participant Amy Dixon can have judges read the signs posted throughout Rally 

courses. 

AKC dog sports are for everyone. 

The Process of Seeking Accommodation for a Disability in a Dog Sport 

The first step of the process is to send a request to the American Kennel Club specifying the sport 

you participate in, the accommodation you need, and which regulation or policy it affects. These 

requests should be sent via email to Vice President and Deputy General Counsel Heather McManus 

in the American Kennel Club’s legal department at Heather.McManus@akc.org. 

“They need to tell me what the accommodation is,” said McManus. “We don’t force them to a certain 

accommodation.” 

Once all requested information is received by AKC, the department which has oversight of the sport 

in question will review the request. Each accommodation request is reviewed on a case-by-case basis 

and the AKC will consider whether the accommodation would fundamentally alter the event. The 

AKC will also determine if the accommodation would provide an advantage or disadvantage to 

anyone participating in the event. 

“The goal is always that we want you to participate. As long as it doesn’t fundamentally alter the 

event, we want you to be able to present,” said McManus. 

The American Kennel Club considers each application for an accommodation in dog sports on its 

own merits. Many participants know what kind of accommodation they need, but it’s okay if you 

aren’t sure. 

In some circumstances, there can be communication between the participant and someone in the 

department familiar with the sport you participate in to arrive at an acceptable accommodation. 

https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/sports/dog-athlete-of-the-month-melinda-and-tate-conquer-dog-sports/
https://www.akc.org/sports/rally/
https://www.akc.org/expert-advice/sports/dog-sports-for-handlers-with-disabilities-how-and-why-to-seek-an-accommodation/
https://images.akc.org/pdf/events/performance/participants_with_disabilities.pdf


 

 
Amy Dixon, who lost 98 percent of her vision, has someone read the signs to her when she competes in Rally 

with her service dog, Woodstock. 

 

AKC’s legal department will try to get an initial letter to participants seeking accommodation within 

48 hours. The initial letter will confirm that the AKC is looking into your request and will have a form 

attached to be completed by your healthcare provider. 

The AKC requires that a healthcare provider sign a form (that doesn’t require ANY medical 

information) to confirm that the accommodation is needed in order to participate. AKC doesn’t want 

or need any specific medical information. Once a healthcare provider has signed the form, scan the 

document and email it back to Heather.McManus@akc.org. 

 



 

 

Once the legal department receives the healthcare form and request for accommodation, McManus 

aims to make a determination and get an official response to the participant within 48 hours. 

If an accommodation is provided, the AKC will provide the participant with an official 

accommodation letter. This letter will specify the specific accommodation granted and waive the 

normal rules or regulations so the handler can participate in their dog sport. 

Once you have an official accommodation letter, you must provide it to your host club and/or your 

event’s chairperson, secretary, or judges. You can submit the letter to your club when you submit 

entries to an event. You can also present the accommodation letter at the beginning of an event. This 

gives event officials time to make the accommodation and run the event smoothly. 

Since accommodations are reviewed on a case-by-case basis, you shouldn’t assume that others can 

automatically get these accommodations without an AKC accommodation letter. Accommodations 

are always specific to the individual and the sport. 

What if I Need Accommodation for a Disability in a Dog Sport Trial ASAP? 

If you need accommodation quickly, the event committee at any AKC event can make a one-time 

accommodation for anyone to exhibit. This accommodation will be for one-time only, and dog sport 

participants should then seek official accommodation by following the steps above. 

 
  



 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Emily and I went to Clarkston, Washington where 
we played tourist and had a mini family reunion with 
my sisters.  After a few days we went across the 
river to Lewiston, Idaho for the dog shows where 
Emily had two great days of Rally and finished her 
AKC Rally Championship. I was so very pleased 
with her; she was right on every time we stepped 
into the ring. Pending AKC confirmation, she can be 
known as RACH Tymac Over The Wraynbow UD 
PCD BN GN GO RM2 RAE2 RI TD.  But we just call 
her a good girlie. 
 
Carolyn Wray and the amazing Em. 
 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
  

I have attached another cartoon from The New Yorker Magazine that you may want to 
include.  
As you can see, they have this weekly cartoon caption contest.  
This week's cartoon has had me laughing since the magazine arrived.  
To say the least it touches many memories.  
Back when we had briards and lived in California, I took "the girls" 
herding.................need I say more?   
All these years later, they're probably having the last laugh!  I can hear it all now.  
   
Laurie Beck 
 

https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=5+Indoor+Games+to+Engage+Your+Dog%E2%80%99s+Brain+When+You+Can%E2%80%99t+Go+Out&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.whole-dog-journal.com%2Flifestyle%2F5-indoor-games-to-engage-your-dogs-brain-when-you-cant-go-out%2F&via=Whole+Dog+Journal
https://twitter.com/intent/tweet?text=5+Indoor+Games+to+Engage+Your+Dog%E2%80%99s+Brain+When+You+Can%E2%80%99t+Go+Out&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.whole-dog-journal.com%2Flifestyle%2F5-indoor-games-to-engage-your-dogs-brain-when-you-cant-go-out%2F&via=Whole+Dog+Journal


 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SDTC Newsletter Advertising Policy 

➢ Advertisements for rehoming k9 equipment, etc. are always welcome.    

➢ Training programs and classes offered by members will be posted w a link to a website 

for members only [possibly under a column specifically designated for that purpose].  

➢ Advertising of puppies/litters will not be accepted 
 
 

We are looking for articles from our membership. 
• Do you have a brag or accomplishment? 
• Have you written an article that the membership could benefit from? 
• Know of an upcoming event?  Example:  Obedience trial, Scent trial, Specialty, 

Health clinic……. etc. 
 
 
 

darlenebrushwein@msn.com 


